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ABSTRACT 

For the prospective effectiveness analysis of highly automated driving functions, BMW has 

developed an integrated method that represents a safety assessment of these functions in the sense of 

proving a positive risk balance based on virtual experiments. This process is based on a stochastic 

approach for which the relevant scenario space is analyzed. An essential part of this is the realistic 

representation of driver behavior. Based on the BMW cognitive driver model (Stochastic Cognitive 

Model SCM) realistic driver behavior can be represented for various simulation agents in a multi-agent 

simulation. This is accomplished by the implementation of cognitive processes within the driver model 

from information acquisition via the mental representation of the environment to the assessment of the 

situation with the derivation of actions. The driver model is additionally parameterized by stochastic 

means. 

Valid models are necessary for the use of the simulation-based approach to assess the safety of 

automated driving functions. The driver model in particular poses a major challenge. Human decisions 

and actions are both strongly driver-related and situation-dependent. Consequently, a considerable 

variation in driving behavior can be observed between different drivers in an objectively identical 

driving situation. This inevitably leads to the question of defining the comparison variable for validation. 

These challenges make it necessary to validate and verify the driving behavior with regard to different 

scenarios and different driver parameterizations in the simulation. 

In the first part of the final presentation, the structure of the driver behavior model SCM used will be 

discussed and essential aspects of the stochastically parameterizable driver modeling will be highlighted. 

The second part deals with the process of validation and verification of this model and highlights 

challenges using the example of selected driving situations. 

 

1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Positive Risk Balance 

In the last two decades numerous advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS) were introduced in 

the market [1]. These systems are either intended to improve the driving comfort (e.g. Adaptive Cruise 

Control) or to prevent collision and in case the collision is unavoidable to mitigate its consequences (e.g. 

autonomous emergency braking). A technology that could address both aspects is automated driving 

(AD) [2]. Therefore, the recent years have seen heavy research activities and developments in this area, 

which is documented by several research project [3][4] and demonstrations [5][6]. To differentiate the 

characteristics of assisted and automated driving functions (ADAS/ADS) are classified along the 

engagement of the driver by the SAE Level of Automation classification [7]. Up to SAE level 2, the 

human driver is always in charge. ADAS of up to level 2 have been introduced by different car 

manufactures [8]. ADS with higher levels of automation have so far only been deployed in restricted 

areas [9] – and in many cases combined with a safety driver. For public roads no mass production car 

with level 3 systems is available up to now (status autumn 2021). However, the technology is currently 

on the edge of entering the market [10][11].  

Transferring the driving task from the human – even if it is only temporarily – to a machine raises 

also concerns in the society – in particular with respect to safety [13]. These concerns need to be 

addressed by stakeholders of automated driving (car manufacturers, suppliers, authorities, insurance 

companies etc.) carefully, since without public acceptance the success of AD is in jeopardy. This has 
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been the one motivation to launch several activities on national and international level to establish ethical 

guidelines for automated driving. In Germany the ethic commission for automated and connected 

driving requests in its report a positive balance of risks with respect to the human driver in paragraph 2 

and 3 [14], i.e. the ADS need to drive safer than the human driver does today. The European Ethic 

commission requests in its first recommendation to demonstrate that AD reduces physical harm to 

persons [15]. This basic principle is a driving item behind the “safety first for automated driving” white 

paper of an industrial consortium [16]. The ideas of this white paper have been transferred later in the 

ISO technical report 4804 [17] and are currently further developed in upcoming ISO specification.  

Following the basic principle of achieving a positive risk balance for ADS, BMW has developed the 

PoRiBa (Positive Risk Balance) framework [18]. Its fundamental idea is that the positive risk balance 

shall not only be seen as a single number, but the idea to be safer as the human driver must be considered 

throughout the entire development process – ranging from the concept to the post start of production 

(SOP) phase (see figure). At the different stages of the process, different quantitative methods need to 

be applied. Here, in many aspects it is related to the approval process of pharmaceuticals. In the 

following it is focused on the sign-off phase, i.e. the ADS is about to be introduced in the market. Proving 

a positive risk balance at this stage is challenging, since there will not be any accident data available. 

This means that a prospective safety assessment needs to be conducted.  

 
Figure 1: Overview on PoRiBa framework and the objectives at different development stage. 

1.2 Prospective safety assessment by simulations 

Different prospective safety assessment approaches are known today which range from rather simple 

approaches like the identification of the field of application by means of accident data analysis [19-21] 

to quite demanding approaches like field operation tests (FOT) [22][23]. Each approach has its 

advantages and disadvantages. The identification of the field of application allows a rather quick 

assessment but does not allow to analyze the safety effects in detail. The FOT approach assesses the 

effect of a technology under real operation conditions. However, it can only be applied at a late stage in 

the development, is quite resource demanding and will not provide a sufficient number of accidents to 

statistically analyze the safety performance of technology.  

Considering the advantage and disadvantages of different approaches the conclusion is that at this 

stage of the development, virtual simulation-based assessment approaches are the most promising 

solution. They can be conducted with reasonable time effort and allow for a detailed investigation of 

numerous driving scenarios. For the prospective safety assessment, BMW uses the open-source 

simulation tool openPASS [24]. For each virtual assessment there is the question of the transferability 

of its conclusions to the real-world. The answer to this question highly depends on the evaluation scope 

and the quality of the implementation [25]. To prove the correctness of simulation validation and 

verification activities are essential.  

Each simulation represents the environment, the vehicle including technologies as well as the driver 

by means of models. Depending on the assessment scope and the applied simulation approach, 

requirements regarding model fidelity of these models vary. The international initiative to harmonize 

Prospective Effectiveness Assessment for Road Safety defines four simulation approaches [25]:  

• A: Direct usage of real-world cases (i.e. reconstructed accidents data or field data) without 

any changes).  

• B: Usage of real-world cases plus varying the initial values by means of distribution.  

Field observation & EDR
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• C1: Deriving scenario mechanism and distribution from real world case and selecting a low 

number of representative cases.  

• C2: Deriving scenario mechanisms and distributions from real world cases and applying a 

sampling in order to get multiple cases.  

When assessing an ADS’s safety performance, its fundamental mechanism must be taken into 

account. In contrast to a safety oriented ADAS, the ADS is constantly operating and not only in critical 

scenarios. Therefore, the effects of the ADS in a situation, i.e. entering the scenario with a different 

velocity or distance to the predecessor, must be reflected in the assessment. Hence, the simulation 

approach must be able to cover a large time frame and not only a couple of seconds as it is typically the 

case for the approaches A and B if accident data is used. The usage of FOT data would overcome this 

issue, but typically non or only a very limited number of accidents is recorded during an FOT. Thus, in 

this case, any safety performance statement would be based only on a few cases. The issue holds also 

true for the approach C1.  

For these reasons the authors see a clear advantage in the simulation approach C2 when assessing 

the safety performance of ADS. This approach does not use real-world cases directly but establishes the 

link to them via distributions, which can be derived from accident data as well as field data depending 

on the scenario in question. From these distributions the starting conditions of the traffic participants are 

sampled [26][27]. The challenge of this approach is that in contrast to approach A and B no predefined 

trajectories are available. The movement of the traffic participants resulting from the starting conditions 

needs to be derived during the simulation by the driver behavior model. Thus, the driver behavior model 

is key model in this approach. Therefore, in the following sections driver behavior models in general 

and BMW’s driver behavior model “Stochastic Cognitive Modell (SCM)” in particular as well as the 

related validation and verification activities are explained in more detail.  
 

2 DRIVER BEHAVIOR MODELS IN SIMULATION 

Simulation approach C2 necessarily leads to the question of how to model behavior of traffic 

participants in the simulation. The model itself must represent realistic traffic behavior which means 

that it needs to cover the entire range from “everyday driving” in uncritical situations to human reactions 

in critical situations. 

Widely known microscopic driver models that cover driving behavior in non-critical traffic situations 

are for instance the Wiedemann model [28], the intelligent driver model [29], the car-following model 

by Gipps [30] or the driver model by Krauss [31]. These or adapted versions of them are used in traffic 

simulation frameworks like SUMO [32] and VISSIM [33] which are primarily applied to assess traffic 

flow. For this research area they are a suitable framework. Although these models are able to model 

realistic traffic flow with car following behavior, they lack the capability in modeling driver behavior 

especially in critical situations or even accidents in a realistic manner. A common aspect of these models 

is that the driver perceives the information of the environment and surrounding traffic as ground truth 

information, i.e. the information is always correct and does not consider any failures. Driver reactions 

are consequently not influenced by any human error. These driver behavior models do not cover any 

variation in the situation as well meaning that the agent’s reactions are always the same for the same 

inputs. Thus, these models are not able to represent differences in individual driver behavior 

appropriately for the intended field of use described above. 

Other driver models exist, that cover the behavior in critical situation. They consider the fact that 

human behavior is highly dependent on both physiological limitations, psychological processes and the 

underlying situation. Examples are the tau-theory model by Lee [34], the cognitive model by Salvucci 

[35] the Japanese driver model in the UN ECE ALKS regulation [36] or the driver model described by 

Rösener [37]. These models have in common that they model perceptional accepts of driver behavior. 

This means that drivers’ reactions are derived from the information the driver perceives in the 

environment which leads to more realistic driving behavior. Adversely, these models are often tailored 

to certain specialized scenarios and therefore not suitable as well for the intended use within the PoRiBa 

framework. 

An appropriate model for simulation approach C2 needs to cover both types of uncritical and critical 

situations to represent realistic driving behavior in all possible situations. This eventually ensures a 
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correct baseline for the prospective assessment of automated driving function. For that reason, BMW 

has developed an own driver behavior model named “Stochastic Cognitive Model” (SCM). 

 

3 BMW STOCHASTIC COGNITIVE MODEL 

BMW’s driver behavior model SCM has been developed since 2014 and is used in the simulation 

framework openPASS for modelling the behavior of traffic participants. SCM consists of six different 

modules: Information Acquisition, Mental Model, Situation Manager, Action Manager, Action 

Implementation and finally the Driver Characteristics. These modules and their interaction are explained 

in more detail in this section. Figure 2 provides an overview of the information flow for one agent in a 

passive cut-in maneuver. 

 

 
Figure 2: Overview of the information flow within SCM 

Detailed modelling of the driver’s visual perception is a key input for cognitive processes which are 

based on the information that the driver perceives from their environment. Hence, in the submodule 

Information Acquisition the visual perception of the driver is modelled in a high level of detail. The 

gaze allocation and fixation duration to a specific area of interest is considered as a stochastic process 

and are therefore sampled from specific distributions. The visual perception during a specific gaze 

fixation considers both foveal and peripheral vision and takes the concept of the useful field of view into 

account. Data derived from several driving simulator studies and FOT has been used to parametrize the 

overall gaze behavior of SCM [38][39]. In addition, the driver’s gaze behavior can be influenced by 

bottom-up and top-down processes. Stimuli in the peripheral vision lead to a gaze allocation to the 

source of this stimulus (bottom-up) or certain actions of the driver require visual attention to a specific 

area (top-down). 

The Mental Model represents the driver’s perceived environment. All information which is gathered 

through the information acquisition module is stored and updated in each timestep in this module. The 

stored information can be of different type: microscopic information considers data that describes the 

microscopic traffic around the driver, e.g. velocities and positions of surrounding vehicles. Mesoscopic 

information describes data that is aggregated over several other vehicles, such as the mean velocity in a 

specific lane. The third type of information is infrastructure information, like number of lanes of the 

current road, road markings or traffic signs. Due to the gaze behavior of the driver and the inherent error-

proneness of perception, the information stored in the mental model might be, compared to ground truth 

data of the environment, incomplete and error-prone. The mental model is not only used to store 

information but also calculates relevant data for decisions on required actions. For instance, if the driver 

prepares for a merging maneuver the mental model evaluates from the position of the surrounding 

vehicles if there is enough space for the own vehicle to merge into a specific gap with the perceived data 

of the other vehicles like velocities and accelerations. 
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From the information that is processed in the mental model the driver recognizes and evaluates the 

currently given situation in the Situation Manager module. Within this process, specific features are 

extracted which characterizes certain situations. This means, that the driver recognizes certain 

characteristics of specific situations, e.g. a switched-on indicator is one of several features for the 

perceived situation of another vehicle changing lanes. The relationship and existence of several features 

leads to situation intensities which describe the degree to which the situation matches predefined 

situations. Examples for these predefined situations are “lane changer from left” or “following driving”. 

The driver then identifies a situation-specific action to react to the given situation. This phase takes 

place in the Action Manager. Depending on the situation itself, the relevant features identified for this 

situation and additional data from the Mental Model, the driver decides for an action which could be 

braking, accelerating, or steering. Eventually the Action Implementation module is responsible for 

transferring the selected action into a driver reaction by defining pedal positions and steering wheel 

angles. This eventually changes the vehicle’s longitudinal and lateral movement. Other drivers in the 

simulation will vice versa react to the actions of this specific driver. These actions and reactions result 

in overall traffic behavior in the simulation. 

The module Driver Characteristics influences all other modules by providing specific distributions 

for driver related parameters. These parameters can influence e.g. the driver’s perception and cognition, 

compliance to traffic rules or car-following related actions. The distributions are based on different data 

sources like FOTs, driving simulator studies and traffic data. For each driver in the multi-agent 

simulation the parameters are drawn at the beginning of the simulation from these specific distributions 

with the objective of getting a representative driver population. It ensures realistic driving behavior in 

the way that drivers with different driver characteristics may ultimately react in a different way in the 

objectively same situation. For the example of the cut-in maneuver in figure 2 this means that one agent 

in the simulation decides to brake because of the cut-in vehicle and another agent with different driver 

characteristics but being in the same situation chooses to change lanes. 

 

4 VALIDATION AND VERIFICATION 

A comprehensive validation and verification (V&V) of the simulative framework as well as its 

simulation models, particularly the driver model, is essential to ensure trustworthy and reliable results 

for the simulation-based approach of the positive risk balance. BMW has developed an integrated 

validation and verification approach for the simulation framework openPASS ranging from software 

tests via the models to the overall method, see figure 3. 

The V&V approach is based on different system integration levels. The process is integrated into the 

software development cycles of the simulation framework and the single models themselves. It must be 

noted that the software development process uses a Scrum approach with frequently new software 

releases. The verification process of the actual software uses unit-tests, integration-tests and end-to-end-

tests to ensure software functionality with each new software release. These represent the three bottom 

layers in the V&V pyramid. On top of the end-to-end-tests the models are individually validated and 

verified within the simulation framework (fourth layer). This is based on model-specific defined 

scenarios with defined outcomes for each scenario. Simulation of these scenarios takes place within an 

automated toolchain. This simplifies V&V activities within the short development cycles of openPASS 

and ensures that efforts for the overall validation and verification process are kept at reasonable level. 

On top of these activities the correctness of the overall method needs to be proven. This is a 

challenging task since the overall method aims to investigate future traffic safety effects of a technology. 

The intuitive approach is to compare the derived safety impact of the simulation bases assessment with 

the results derived based on accident statistic. The analysis of accident statistic is only feasible in 

retrospective manner, i.e. after the technology has reached a certain market penetration rate and 

sufficient accident have been detected which can take years. Thus, either the validation is of the overall 

method is done by waiting until real accident data is available, or the validation is done by means of 

technology for which the safety impact is already known today, like e.g. AEB systems. In this case the 

prospective assessment method is applied in contrast to its normal use case for a technology which is 

already on the market. The authors have used this approach to prove the general correctness of the 

simulation method. However, correctness of the overall method does not guarantee correctness of all 
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single modules. That is why the single modules need to be checked as well. In the following, a closer 

look is taken into this step of the V&V approach. The chosen example module is the SCM driver 

behavior model. 

Figure 3: Validation and Verification levels 

The validation of SCM combines two aspects: traffic behavior and individual driver behavior. Traffic 

behavior focuses on the analysis of all drivers in a traffic simulation and should answer the question if 

the overall traffic in simulation correctly represents real world traffic. Therefore, endurance simulations 

with varying inputs like traffic volume, number of lanes and existence of any speed limit are performed 

and specified parameters, e.g. velocities, accelerations and time headways (THW), are compared to real-

world data from FOTs or drone data sets. Figure 4 shows the exemplary parameter distribution of THW 

for the SCM release May 2021. Exemplary results from endurance runs in openPASS are compared to 

BMW FOT data and drone data from the HighD dataset [40][41]. The THW distribution shows that the 

overall following behavior in simulations correspond to real-world following behavior of drivers. 

Especially for higher THWs there seems to be some differences in data and for openPASS. This is 

mainly due to limitations of the different data recording methods. For FOT data the recorded THWs are 

limited to the sensor range of the vehicle and therefore there are rarely THWs above 4 s. Similarly, for 

the HighD data the THWs are limited to the observed length of the highway section which is around 

400 meters. 

 
Figure 4: time headway (THW) distribution of openPASS and real-world data. 

The aspect of individual driver behavior should answer the question if the driver behavior model in 

the simulation correctly replicates the range of real-world driving behavior in different situations. 
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Therefore, basic driving situations like free driving, approaching a slower vehicle, response to a speed 

limit sign or reaction in a defined critical scenario are analyzed with only one agent simulated. 

Predefined parameters, e.g. velocity, acceleration or reaction time are compared to criteria derived from 

real world data, e.g. FOTs or driving studies. It must be noted that a significant challenge within the 

validation of driver behavior is, that there is not any generally “wrong” driving behavior. The following 

example illustrates this statement. In the situation of a speed limit in a given highway section, there 

might be real-world drivers that comply to traffic rules and adjust their velocity to the speed limit. 

Conversely, there might also be drivers that ignore the traffic rules and still choose to drive faster than 

the present speed limit. Both behaviors must be shown in the simulation to have a realistic representation 

of real-world traffic. Therefore, the validation of the individual driver behavior is not validated by a 

single simulation run but with a high number of simulation runs. This enables the examination of the 

parameter distributions of a set of agents with different driver characteristics which take the range of 

driving behavior into account. 

This paper focuses on the V&V activities concerning critical situations. For the validation of SCM 

behavior in these situations artificial critical scenarios are generated in openPASS. The criticality in the 

analyzed scenario is induced by a standing vehicle in the middle of the ego lane and a reduced SCM’s 

visibility range of 100 m. Normally, the view range of the SCM agent is larger. However, this would 

lead to a relatively comfortable braking maneuver and not to a critical situation as intended here. The 

view range of 100 m is comparable to bad weather conditions such as heavy rain or fog in real world 

driving situations. For having a closer look solely at SCM’s perception and reaction in this situation no 

other traffic is allowed besides the obstacle, which is a standing vehicle. The road is one single lane to 

limit possible actions of SCM to longitudinal maneuvers. With more than one lane SCM may try to 

evade the standing vehicle in some cases which in this case is not the required outcome. 

The agent under investigation is spawned a few hundred meters behind the standing vehicle, see left 

side of figure 4. This at one hand ensures that there is enough time at the beginning of the simulation 

for obtaining an equilibrium state, which in this case means arriving at the agent’s desired velocity after 

being spawned with a defined initial velocity. On the other hand, it guarantees that the standing vehicle 

is not yet in the visibility distance of the driver, as the moment when the standing vehicle will become 

visible for the driver as well as the following timesteps are essential for the analysis. The simulation was 

performed with 200 runs which means 200 different agent configurations when it comes to the individual 

driver characteristics. 

The simulation results show that after being spawned, the drivers start to adjust their speed to their 

desired velocity, see right plot of figure 5. The desired velocity of each agent is one the driver 

characteristics that are sampled at the beginning of the simulation. The mean (desired) velocity of these 

200 runs is approximately 115 km/h. Within a distance of 100 m to the standing vehicle, the driver is 

able to see the obstacle. All simulated agents try to avoid the collision and start to brake after having 

recognized the standing vehicle. 31 of the 200 simulation runs result in a collision, whereas the agents 

in the other 169 runs are able to resolve the critical situation and come to a standstill before they reach 

the standing vehicle. 

 

 
Figure 5: critical situation of a standing vehicle, visualization (left) and velocity plot (right) 
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Two points in time are particularly relevant when it comes to the analysis of driver reaction in a 

critical situation: the moment when the standing vehicle is seen by the driver and the moment when the 

driver reacts to the standing vehicle. For both moments the distributions of TTCs are shown in figure 6. 

The TTC at the first detection is the first time when the agent is looking in the front area. This happens 

not until the driver is within the visibility range of 100 m. If the driver is distracted by the time when 

the standing vehicle becomes visible it’s the first point of time when the driver is looking in the front 

areas. The TTC distribution lies in a range from 2 to 3.8 s. The TTC at time of reaction is depicted on 

the right side in figure 6. It is calculated for the moment when the driver’s deceleration is more than 

2 m/s². The distribution lies within the range from 1.4 to 3.4 s. Several studies by van der Horst and 

Hogema [42] examined drivers braking due to a stationary object. For hard braking the average TTC at 

the time when braking starts in the latest possible moment, for which the drivers thought of being able 

to stop the vehicle without a collision, is approximately 1.6 s at 50 km/h 1.9 s at 70 km/h and increases 

with velocity. So, for the TTC at time of reaction the simulated cases lie in a range which also in real 

world situations lead to hard braking maneuvers. This shows that the parameters for the scenario are in 

a range that lead to critical situations for the driver which was the original objective of the scenario. 

Occurrence of collisions in 31 runs of total 200 runs is a consequence of these rather critical situations. 

 

 
Figure 6: TTC when the standing vehicle was seen (left) and at the time of reaction (right), all runs 

Further investigation of the collision cases in contrast to the cases where the agents can prevent a 

collision shows a difference in reaction times, see figure 7. The reaction time in this case is defined as 

the time interval from the point of time at which the driver sees the standing vehicle to the point of time 

when the driver starts braking. This time interval is commonly referred to as brake reaction time in 

literature. The overall observed reaction times of SCM largely correspond to several studies, e.g. [43-

48]. However, it must be noted that literature provides a large range for reasonable reaction times 

because of highly influential factors like study designs and analyzed situations [48-50]. Comparing 

reaction times to the meta-analysis of Green [49] who investigated the results 40 publications to brake 

reaction times, it rather seems that SCM drivers tend to react faster than the reaction times of drivers in 

situations with low uncertainty (0.70 s to 0.75 s) or surprise intrusion (around 1.5 s). In contrast to that 

the results from Meehmood and Esea [48] show that surprising situations lead to lower reaction times 

with values ranging from 0.58 to 1.00 s compared to normal driving situations. Also, Summala [50] 

arguments in his commentary to Green [49] that brake reaction times in surprising and more critical 

situations rather tend to be between 1.0 s and 1.3 s. The results and discussion show that a more detailed 

analysis of real-world driver reactions to a stationary vehicle under different conditions is necessary in 

order to get an even better understanding of driver reaction in this particular situation as the situation 

itself seems to have considerable influence on the outcome of reaction times. 
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Nevertheless, having a driver model in the simulation with better reaction capabilities than real-world 

drivers is not harmful for the results of the PoRiBa for the reason that the effect of an ADS on traffic 

safety is rather underestimated and therefore more conservative. 

 

 
Figure 7: Reaction times for the 169 runs without a collision (left) and the 31 collision cases (right) 

The reaction times of SCM agents preventing a collision (n=169) are considerably lower than the 

reaction times of the agents in the runs with a collision. However, reaction times between 0.6 s and 0.9 s 

occur both in collision cases and no collision cases so there must be additional influencing factors for 

collision events. Figure 8 shows TTC at time of reaction and minimal acceleration for collision and no 

collision cases. Especially the area of TTCs between 2.2 s and 2.5 s seems interesting because in this 

area, some SCM agents are able to prevent a collision whereas other agents cannot avoid a collision. A 

reason might be different minimal accelerations which is an additional driver characteristics parameter 

in the simulation. Within the runs with no collisions for a TTC at reaction between 2.2 s and 2.5 s the 

drivers seem to apply higher decelerations whereas lower decelerations lead to a higher collision rate. 

This behavior is as well observed in real traffic, in which drivers react differently to a critical situation 

based on their attention and driving capabilities [50][51]. 

 

 
Figure 8: TTC at time of reaction and minimal acceleration for collision and no collision cases 
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Summarizing the observations, SCM behavior in simulation shows that the overall cognitive 

processes regarding information acquisition to decision for an action can largely represent real world 

driver behavior. In the case of critical situations single driver behavior is analyzed in the situation of a 

sudden obstacle within poor visibility conditions. SCM shows that in the same situation regarding 

starting parameters, different behavior for different agents concerning recognition and reaction is 

observed which is caused by the various driver characteristics like reaction times and acceleration 

behavior. This shows that the overall objective of representing a range of drivers rather than one single 

driver is reached with the driver characteristics and their impact on the cognitive process. When it comes 

to TTC at reaction the observed values in simulation lies within a range that also real-world drivers 

would evaluate as a rather critical situation. The analysis shows that reaction times and braking 

performance of SCM agents in this specific critical situation largely correspond to real world driver 

behavior. 

 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

This paper presented an approach for the validation and verification for the BMW stochastic 

cognitive driver model SCM. For the prospective safety assessment approach for automated driving 

functions within the presented PoRiBa framework a valid driver behavior model is conclusively 

necessary for the representation of realistic driver behavior in simulations. A comprehensive validation 

and verification of the method as well as the simulation tool including all models is essential for 

obtaining reliable results. The overall V&V process at BMW which focuses on all levels, from the 

overall method to the single modules, and which is embedded in the agile software development process 

was shown. 

Especially the validation of the driver model poses the challenge of defining the range of correct 

realistic driving behavior as this is both driver-related and situation-dependent and therefore may vary 

within the objectively same situation over different drivers. The validation and verification of driving 

behavior combines the two aspects of analyzing traffic behavior and individual driving behavior. The 

traffic behavior analysis focuses on the complete driver population in simulation and focuses on 

parameter distributions of the overall traffic. The distribution of the time headway in comparison to real-

world data was given as an example. Macroscopic traffic behavior in endurance simulations generally 

shows good results in comparison to distributions from real-world data. 

Nevertheless, it is also necessary to investigate individual driving behavior. Therefore, simple 

situations are analyzed and evaluated over a range of simulated agents. The paper showed the example 

of a critical scenario defined by an obstacle on a one-lane road in difficult weather conditions, which is 

characterized by a low visibility range. Driver behavior with regard to reaction times and braking 

accelerations and their relationship with the occurrence of a collision in the situation. The results show 

that the scenario and its conditions lead to critical events and collision cases. Reaction times of SCM 

are considerably lower in simulations without a collision compared to collision cases. For drivers with 

similar reaction times to the critical situation the braking acceleration is lower for those drivers which 

runs resulted in a collision. Compared to several studies with real-world drivers the SCM results are 

observable in real-world critical situations as well. However, real-world studies show a wide range of 

possible brake reaction times and therefore further investigation of specific critical scenarios is 

necessary for better understanding of the influencing factors in these situations. So further scenarios 

need to be investigated in the future in order to validate SCM behavior in the complete range of real-

world driving. Depending on the scenario specification the investigation of different driver parameters 

and their effects is necessary. 
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